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In 1970, Tom Miller, an internationally-known artist, 
created this beautiful mural for Bunker Hill Cheese 
Company, depicting the history of cheese making. 
Tom died in July of 1996, at the age of 85. This self-
taught artist was famous for his Swiss themed murals 
and storefront painting, mostly in his hometown of 
Sugarcreek, Ohio. The mural, which still hangs today 
in Heini’s Cheese Chalet in  Bunker Hill, Ohio, took 
9 weeks to complete from start to finish. It is in two 
sections, each one standing 5’ high by 17 1/2’ long.

The Mural:

*Please note that as you go along the mural, you will notice there is more 
space at the beginning than the end. The artist is showing that in earlier times, 
the land was sparsely populated but as you move towards the settling of the 
new world, it gets more congested and crowded as the population increases.



From the desert area, the 
people of Tibet carried the 
knowledge of cheese to 
Pakistan and India to the 
North, West, South and 
eventually to England and 
Europe. The Yak (shown right) 
was an instrumental animal in 
spreading cheese making across the mountains. Each part 
of the animal was used; cheese and butter were made from                           

yak milk, they ate the meat 
and the hides were used for 
clothing and tent making. The 
mural shows the Nile River, 
which at the time was a main 
artery for travel and trade.

Later, women hung goatsins full of 
milk on tripods and rocked it back and 

forth to get the same curd cheese.

The earliest evidence of cheese 
making dates back to 5500 B.C., 
but it is thought to have begun 
even earlier. The nomads of 
the desert roamed from place 
to place setting up their tents 
where there was grass and 
water. While crossing the 
Sahara Desert, they carried 
goat milk in animal bladders on 
the back of their camels. When 
they arrived at their destinations 
they discovered that the rocking 
motion of the camels and the warm temperature had turned 
their goat milk into curd cheese. The rennet inside the goat 
milk or calfskin caused the curd to seperate from the whey. 
We now use vegetable or plant rennet, but this is still the 
basic process (motion and temperature) that we use today 
with modern machinery.

In the Beginning...



In Italy, the cheese was cured in 
caves. They provided a place with 

the perfect temperature and 
moisture content to cure the cheese 
(especially cheeses like Roquefort 
and Blue Cheese). Cheese caves 

are still popular today as many 
manufacturers recreate these 

conditions to cure their cheese.

The mural next depicts 
Switzerland where the very popular 
Swiss Cheese originated and was 
first made in the people’s homes. 
The Swiss carried the cheese 
down the mountain on racks they 
strapped on their backs, or with 
St. Bernard dogs hitched to a 
two-wheel cart. In Germany and 
Switzerland, nearly all the villages 
would have an annual cheese 
festival or auction where thecheese 
would be graded and sold to the 
highest bidder. 

Next  is...

During the dark ages, the monks recorded the knowledge of 
cheese in their scrolls, thus guaranteeing the continuation of 
the skills of cheese making. By Roman times, cheese was a 
common food and cheese making had become an art. In fact, 
Roman tradition was to finish a meal with curd cheese, wine 
and fruit. Sordiers lived on meat and curd cheese because 
it didn’t make them sick. The vastness of the Roman empire 
spread the popularity of cheese and the art of cheesemaking 
across the known world.

The Amish began as a religious 
sect founded by Jakab Ammann in 
the 1600’s and originated on the 
German-Swiss border. From the 
little valley known as Ammonthaler  
Vally they migrated all over the 
world (including Pennsylvania and 
Ohio). Ammonthaler (Emmentaler) 
Cheese is still being made today.



The mural also depicts 
a Swiss man curing his 
cheese using salt, a 
very important part of 
the process in making 
Swiss cheese. The man 
had to remove the wheel 
of cheese from the shelves, lift it on a table, salt it on one 
side, turn it over and then salt the other side. Some of these 
wheels weighed as much as 200 pounds. Before the cheese 
is salted, it had to be cleaned and washed

This picture of the typical Swiss home 
shows how the family lived in one part of 

the house and the animals in another.

In 1962 settlers sailed on the 
Mayflower from Plymouth England 
and landed at what is now known 
as Plymouth Rock. Bringing their 
animals with them, these hardy 
people crossed the Atlantic in 
their large wooded ships. As the 
new world was settled, many of 
these vessels sailed from Spain, 
France and England. They had to 
lash their drinking water barrels on 
the outside so borers and weevils 
could not destroy the barrels.

The New World...

The Bounty Scene on the mural depicts 
the mutiny of the Bounty which was partially 

fought over cheese, bread and fruit



The “Kase (cheese) Pressure 
Wagon” shows the man weighing 
his cheese using a small scale 
attached to his wagon. The vendor 
would go house-to-house, selling 
cheese, meat and fish.

The man with the plow is shown in 
what was known as a “one horse 

town” and maybe three or four cows!

The mural shows the 
early Pioneers and 
Frontiersmen building 
log rafts with a small 
cabin on board to float 
down our numerous 
rivers until they came 

to an area where they could build a log home. 

Moving Westward...

Of course, curd cheese was still 
being made and was often hung on 
the porch to cure. This cheese was 
sometimes smoked in the fireplace. 

The shelter beside the log cabin was 
known as a sod barn.

The old dry sink shows how the 
artists mother made cottage 
cheese in a small granite bowl full 
of holes, which enabled the whey 
to drain off the curd; this was also 
known as “Schmear Kase”.



The milk cans are depicted in a “Spring House” where 
spring water would flow from a nearby hillside and would be 
used by the farmer to cool the milk. Up until 2016, the same 
kind of milk cans have been used to bring ilk to Heini’s 
Cheese for making our delicious cheeses.

The old-fashioned kettle shows copper 
on the inside, wood on the outside.

This old cheese press was used 
in the 1950’s. the hoop around 
the cheese was tightened by 
hitting the wedge of wood on the 
side of the press with a wooden 
mallet. To tighten the lid, you 
would use the turn screw on 
top. This was done to shape the 
cheese and remove the whey. The lid was called the “Kase 
Deckle”.

To the left of the cheese press, 
you can see a square red brick 
house, similar to the houses 
built in Pennsylvania where 
they had many Amish sett-
lements. A large farm at that 
time had seven or eight cows. 

The “Gensa Bottom Cheese 
House” was a one-kettle 
cheese factory. As boy the 
artist hauled milk here in 
a horse and buggy. They 
made one or two kinds of 
cheese a day.



The last 
picture of the 
mural shows 
an Amish 
family retur-
ning home 
to their farm. 
This idyllic 

scene looks much the same as it does today as you drive 
around the surrounding countryside of Bunker Hill Cheese.  

Heini’s 
Cheese 
Chalet 
(shown as 
it looked in 
the 1970’s) 
is home 
of Bunker 
Hill Cheese Co., one of the largest cheese houses. Here, 
9-12 tons of cheese is made in a day. Over 25 varieties of 
cheese are made in this factory, averaging 50,000 pounds 
of cheese a week. Above and behind the factory, you can 
see the top of a huge, insulated silo where cool milk is 
stored for production.

A modern 
farm is 
shown where 
100 or more 
cows are 
milked once 
or twice a 
day. With 

the exception of a few Amish sects, the farmers now use 
mechanical milkers. Milk is collected daily by truck and 
refrigerated tanker and delivered to the cheese house.

In the late 60’s or early 70’s, Heini’s 
produced a 20,462 pound wheel of 

cheese – the largest known wheel of 
cheese in the world at the time. It was 

on display here until the 1980’s.




